
WEEKLY ECONOMIC REPORT:   
Farm Advisors NZ Ltd & AgSafeNZ Ltd 
Property & Farm Management Consultants& Safety Consultants 

Phone: 07-8563443;   e-mail: findlay@farmconsulting.co.nz We are now located at Innovation Park in Hamilton. 
Website: www.farmconsulting.co.nz          http://agsafe.nz   Follow AgSafe on Facebook. 

18 January 2020 
Daily grass growth rates:                                   Range  30 to 38 kg DM/ha/day.  
Average pasture cover:                                      2100 kg DM/ha.   
10 cm soil temperature:                                     25.2⁰C   
Rainfall  (Hamilton)– Month to date:                8 mm.   January10 year Av  98mm.  very dry after a dry spring. 
Stock prices report:                                            Prime steers                         $2.692/kg 

   Prime bulls                           $2.533/kg 
                                                                           Boner Cows                          $1.682/kg 
                                                                          Store lambs                            $101.98 

  Feeder Calves                        $287.50 
  Weaner bulls to 100 to 120  kg         $4.015/kg av $440.77/head 

Many farmers consider once a day milking as the conditions dry up and the summer afternoons are not conducive to 
milking!! The feed savings are minimal and you must watch the SCC as they can increase very quickly.  It is your decision! 
 Week commencing 20 January 2020  
 This Week Nth Is This Week Sth Is Last Week Av 1 Year ago 

18 kg YX Lamb (cents/kg) $8.15 $8.00 $8.07 $6.90 

21 kg Mutton (cents/kg) $5.85 $5.60 $5.72 $4.87 

     

P2 Steer (270 to 295 kg) $5.67 $5.50 $5.58 $5.12 

M Cow (160 to 195 kg) $4.40 $4.35 $4.47 $3.60 

Bull (270 to 295 kg) $5.75 $5.50 $5.62 $4.75 

     

Venison (60 kg AP Stag) $8.50 $8.60 $8.55 $10.11 

  Previous Week 1 year ago   2 yrs ago 

Fine Crossbred Indicator price $3.52 $3.52 $ 4.05         $ 3.90 

Mid Micron Indicator price $10.39 $10.39 $16.40          $14.60 

Butter (NZ $ per tonne) $ 5850 $ 5850 $ 6000         $6550 

Skim Milk Powder (SMP NZ $ per tonne) $ 4350 $ 4350 $ 3275         $2460 

Whole Milk Powder (WMP NZ $ per 

tonne) 
$ 4750 $ 4750 $ 4000         $4025               

Cheddar Cheese (NZ $ per tonne) $ 5950 $5950 $ 5025         $4750 

Casein ( lactose casein NZ $ per tonne) $12500 $12500 $ 8050         $6275 

US currency $0.664 $0.661 $0.681         $0.738  

Euro $0.597 $0.596 $0.597         $0.600 

Australian dollar $0.964 $0.963 $0.944         $0.918 
 
Finance:  The NZ dollar I steady against the major trading currencies.  The fires in Australia, Brexit & the USA vs Iran conflict 
have had no effect on the world currencies to date.   
Wool:  Coarse wool prices are still weak while there is reasonable demand for the finer wools.  Wool prices are steady but weaker. 
Sheep & Venison meats: There are no new schedules offered for the coming week 
Beef Schedules: There are no new schedules on offer for the coming week.   
Dairy Prices:  Dairy prices are strong and demand is good. But remember that as prices strengthen worldwide, cow numbers 
increase and a small percentage increase in the USA or Europe is often more than the NZ total herd. 
 
It is time to check on the farm staff intentions for 2020/21.  Most contract positions including share farming have an end of 
February notification date.  It is good to confirm their intentions now so you can be in the front of the que for replacement 
employees or contracted staff.  You don’t have to wait until the end of February to meet with staff.  It is also important to make sure 
the accommodation complies with the new tenancy regulations – insulation, extractor fans, heating etc.!!!!  Yes, they include farm 
houses as well!!!! 
 
Facial Eczema!!!!   1st spore counts are available.  Fuller report next week,  BOP 55,000; Sth Waikato 130,000 & Lower North 
Island 15,000.  Rest of the country are very low  BUT make sure you are taking precautions!!!!!! 
                                                                                                                                           
Quote:   Strength is the product of struggle. You must do what others don’t to achieve what others wont.   



 
Jim’s Weekly Rant:    
 
The Australian bush fires have captured our attention over the last few months.  The size of the disaster and devastating affect on 
animals, towns and the farming communities have been beyond our comprehension.  The magnitude of the disaster has been played out 
in the social media and the traditional media outlets have let us down with biased reporting to create sensationalism and fear.  Some 
simple research will identify the facts for us all.  The fire of 1851 burnt over 5 million ha, the 1939 fire burnt 2 million ha, the 1961 fire 
burnt 1.8 million ha, the 1974/75 fire burnt 3.755 million ha and the fires of 2003 and 2006/07 burnt around 1.3 million ha each.  The 
current 2019/20 fire is expected to burn around 10 million ha and destroy animals, homes and businesses.  The loss of life has caused 
concern in each fire event over the last 200 years. 
 
The “warmers” (those running the climate fraud) are using the fires to promote their agenda while ignoring the facts: fact one is that 
180 people have been charged with some sort of fire lighting offence in recent months – not climate change at all.  They ignore the facts 
that there has been a massive build up ground trash because the ground cover clearing has not taken place – not climate change at all.  
They ignore the fact that the people are allowed to build houses in stupid places in the middle of a eucalyptus plantation/forest – that’s 
not climate change.  They ignore the fact that burning of the eucalyptus trees is part of the life cycle of the trees and forest regeneration 
– that’s not climate change!!!   
 
There was one Australian politician this week got it right when they talked about the changing climate and not “climate change”.  It was 
a subtle acknowledgement that the climate is always changing and putting aside the activists view.  There was also a John Clarke (Fred 
Dagg) spoof interview from several years ago where he very cleverly separated “Climate Change” and “Global Warming”.  
 
The activists have merged several issues into one (changing temperatures, changing weather patterns,  sea levels, plastic usage, 
environmental matters, and whatever else they can think of)  and if the “Climate Deniers” disagree with one issue they are deemed to 
disagree with everything!!!    
 

Contact AgSafe NZ Ltd  Phone  027-2872886.  We can prepare your Work Safe 
manual and hazard management plan at a very competitive price.  We can arrange 
drug tests and farm maps for your property. 
 
Quad safe helmets – contact Pacific Helmets NZ.  www.pacifichelmets.co.nz/shop 
 
Calf rearing is important for your future production – Check out the Bell-Booth “Queen 
of Calves” rearing plan.  There is research data from Massy University measuring the 
benefits.  They are clearly documented and the long term benefits are more production 
per cow and longevity of the animals!!  Research has shown calves can be weaned 
approximately 22 days earlier when Queen of Calves is used.  The early weaning saves  
milk and allows more milk to be sold! 
 
QLabs  for your comprehensive farm soil & nutrient test.  Qlabs are based in Waipawa.  
Soils:  Full Soil Analysis,  Soil Respiration Test,  Home Garden Soil Testing 
Feeds:  Full Feed Analysis,   Ruminant Nitrogen Utilisation,   Efficiency (RNUE),   ME (Metabolizable 
Energy),    Feed Single Element ,    DM (Dry Matter),   Nitrate (Feeds)  
Waters & Effluents:  In Depth Water Test,   Water - Bacterial,   Water - Extras,   Dairy Effluent  (TKN),   
Dairy Effluent (Totals).   Check out their services at www.qlabs.co.nz  Phone 0800-857733 

 
On Climate Change.  The notion that complex climate “catastrophes” are simply a matter of 
the response … to a single forcing, CO2 (or solar forcing for that matter), represents a gigantic leap 
backwards in the science of climate.  Many disasters associated with warming are simply normal 
occurrences whose existence is falsely claimed to be evidence of warming.  And all these examples 
involve phenomena that are dependent on the confluence of many factors.     Dr Richard Lindzen, Nov 
30, 2009. 
 
Check out our Facebook site Citizens Reject Atmospheric Policies – CRAP.  We will keep you up-dated with 
access to properly researched and peer reviewed scientific papers from eminent astrophysicists and climate 
scientists.  We are not interested in political papers from the hysterical masses!!!  
 


